
Chapter -6 

Conclusion 

i he major objectives of this work are to investigate the possibility of applying 

1rcdictions obtained from theoretical propagation models/tool to create the fingerprint 

Lnabase for Database Correlation Method in local context and to come up with an 

mproved technique for location estimation. which is feasible for the deployment in .. 
,trge dynamic networks. 

! his chapter summarizes the major contributions of this work while presenting a brief 

malysis of overall results, commercialization aspects and future directions for further 

cscarch. 

o.l Contributions 

\ t the wry beginning. a comprehensive review of existing literature on the subject 

\\as carried out to get familiar with the status of positioning including all the 

technologies that have already been invented. 

\fter that. a systematic methodology for creating a fingerprint database using network 

planning tool predictions has been introduced. In addition. an extensive measurement 

.:ampaign was carried out for taking measurements in three different environments. 

urban. suburban and rural. 

A detailed analysis of the deviation between network planning tool predictions and 

actual measurements shows that there exists a considerable deviation in urban 

em ironment. while the deviation in suburban is moderate and rural is even lower. 

Methods for minimizing the above deviation. defined as calibration. were proposed 

based on neural network techniques and curve fitting techniques. The cell-wise 

calibration process proposed in this thesis is advantageous for deploying the technique 

in large. dynamic networks. 

Furthermore. a novel fingerprint filtering method and a novel Cost Function (Cost 

I· unction-4) for fingerprint matching were proposed for location estimation and there 

\ alidity has been proved with a measured and a predicted database. 
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1 1 addition. the impact of RSS variation over different hours of the day on DCM 

, igorithm was analyzed and the results show a negligible impact. 

I 1nally. the performance of DCM algorithms using a measured database. a predicted 

,tatabase and a calibrated database was evaluated comprehensively. and the results 

, lww that the calibration process has been able to improve the performance 

.<lticeably. 

o.2 Trial Results 
"' 

. he results analysis in chapter 5 shows that the performance of DCM usmg a 

'redicted database is inferior to that using a measured database in all environments 

·'\cept the rural environment. But, the application of a calibration process has 

mproved the performance considerably. by bringing the CDF curve with a calibrated 

Jatabase closer to that with a measured database in urban and suburban environment. 

\ remarkable performance was observed in rural environment after calibration. The 

,1erformance after calibration was even higher than that using a measured database in 

·ural. 

\ccording to the results. the novel fingerprint filtering method is robust for bad urban 

,'11\ ironment. which was selected to be along Galle road. In addition. the proposed 

\ ·ost Function (Cost Function-4) for location estimation has shown better results with 

t predicted database in all three environments. Furthermore, the calibration method 

t1ascd on neural network techniques has been succeeded in urban. suburban and ruraL 

11ut for bad urban the best matching calibration methods was the one based on curve 

titting. 

"- onsequently. the best results obtained for bad urban environment show a positioning 

~rror less than 200m in 80% of the time while that is for urban environment is less 

than 125m (80%). A notable performance of positioning error less than 385m in 80% 

,Jf the estimates was obtained for rural environment after calibration. This is an 

dutstanding achievement of this research. The performance in suburban environment 

ts inferior to that in both urban and rural environments. and the best accuracy was less 

than 550m in 80% ofthe estimates . 

. \ccording to the accuracy requirements of different Location Based Services. as 

shown in Table 1.2. the accuracies achieved during this work for all three 
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environments are sufficient to provide basic information services such as nearest 

ATM machine, nearest hospitaL nearest petrol station, traffic information and location 

based advertising. The results in rural environment show a far better performance than 

the requirement shown in Table 1.2 for the same environment. 

6.3 Commercialization Aspects 

The proposed method for location estimation in cellular networks has been designed 

suitably for deploying in large dynamic networks. The rriethod involves a predicted 

database of fingerprints instead of a measured one. This eliminates the initial 

deployment cost encountered in carrying out measurement campaigns for the 

formation of measured database as well as the maintenance burden involved in 

upgrading the network by introducing new cells and making changes to the existing 

infrastructure. 

At the same time, the proposed calibration method, known as cell-wise calibration. is 

more applicable for the performance enhancement as well as for the ease of upgrading 

the database. If a new cell comes up, it's just a matter of calibrating the predictions of 

that particular cell and updating the database by inserting the calibrated predictions of 

new cell to existing fingerprints, without altering the existing ones. In addition, the 

proposed calibration process provides the flexibility of re-calibrating the fingerprints 

in cell-by-cell basis to make the database compatible with environmental variations. 

Furthermore, the accuracies demonstrated by the developed method in three 

environments comply with the accuracy requirements for basic information services as 

illustrated in [9]. In addition, the accuracy obtained in urban environment complies 

vvith the accuracy requirement of FCC recommendations for network based solutions 

[2. ~ J. 

Hence, the proposed solution is best suited for the deployment in large dynamic 

nctvvorks as a network based method for positioning to provide basic information 

services such as the nearest A TM, the petrol station etc. 
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hA Future Work 

I his research has demonstrated the possibility of applying network planning tool 

predictions for the formation of fingerprint database in local context. Since the 

Lalibration has shown to be a better way for performance enhancement. further 

research can be carried out towards improving the performance of calibration. 

!n addition, the analysis of RSS variation in Section 4.5 shows that the RSS variation 

-J r neighboring cells relative to that of the serving cell is some what similar throughout 

the day. This introduces a different direction for formation oJ fingerprints. in which 

the RSS of neighboring cells relative to serving cell are stored rather than absolute 

'alues; in order to reduce the effect comes with the variation of absolute values of 

RSS. 

h1rthermore. novel correlation algorithms can also be researched to be compatible 

\\ ith the novel database. 

Since a significant improvement in performance can be observed in rural environment. 

it is worthwhile to carryout further research towards enhancing this performance 

further. which will help to a massive enhancement in location based services in rural 

environment. 
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